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Symposium on 

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS AND PERIODICITY DETECTION IN НEARING 

June 23-27, 1969 Driebergen, Тhе Netherlands 

Sponsored Ьу the NATO Advisory Group on Human Factors 

PERIODICITY DETECTION 

Roelof J. Ritsma 

Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Summary 

А review is given of pitch phenomena of periodic and non
periodic complex sounds mentioned in the literature: residue 
pitch, periodicity pitch, place pitch, time separation pitch, 
repetition pitch. The pitch values found can Ье partly explained 
Ьу the mean frequency of the power ~pectrum, Ьу the periodicity 
of the time envelope, Ьу subharmonics of one of the spectral 
components, or Ьу quasi-periodicity in the fine structure of the 
signal. An analysis of these hypotheses in relation to the ex
periments is given. 

The proЫem of whether the diverse pitches are really 
different phenomena or whether they stem from one common cause 
is discussed in terms of the first and second effect of pitch 
shift, of phase effects,and of experiments concerning а dominant 
frequency region. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays Helmholtz • s first hypothesis in hearing theory is 

generally accepted that there is а one-to-one relation between 

the frequency of the acoustical signal and the place of maximal 

stimulation on the basilar membrane. The validity of this relat

ion has been experimentally confirmed Ьу the work of Von Бekesy 

among others. This implies that the human ear is сараЫе of 

carrying out, although with only а limited power of resolution, 

а Fourier analysis of any complex sound. А trained observer is 

аЫе to perceive the lower harmonics of а periodic pulse individ

ually. 

Along with this analyzing faculty, the human ear is also аЫе 

to hear а complex as one single percept. This percept may have 
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а decidedly low pitch, though no corresponding low frequency need 

Ье physical present. This phenomenon contradicts Helmholtz's 

second hypothesis that there exists а one-to-one relation between 

the place of rn~ximal stiшula tion on tl1e basila:г membrane and а 

specific pitch in such а way that pitch decreases gradually from 

the apical to the basal end of the membrane. However, this 

phenomenon may fulfil an alternative hypothesis, formulated Ьу 

Wundt (1893), that tones give rise to synchronous nerve impulses 

whose rate determines pitch. This hypothesis implies that the 

human ear is сараЫе of determining periodicity in а sound. 

А closer study of pitch of complex sounds is of interest since 

they imply situations where average frequency and periodicity are 

widely different and may Ье varied fairly independently. 

COMPLEX SOUNDS WITH BROAD BANDWIDTH 

In the past many scientists reported pitch measurements of 

complex sounds with broad bandwidth. Dependent on the sound used 

they referred to these pitches as residue pitch, periodicity 

pitch, time separation pitch, repetition pitch, time difference 

tone, reflection tone, and sweep tone. 

The question arises whether these pitch effects are really 

different or whether they are essentially of the ваше nature. Let 

me take examples as given in figure 1 • 
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Fig . 1 . Examples of sounds used in pitch experiments. 
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The first signal, signal А, is an unfiltered periodic unipolar 

pulse train. The listener will hear а definite pitch, correspond

ing to the fundamental. This subjective pitch often does not 

change even though the fundamental and а number of lower harmonics 

are eliminated. The only perceivaЫe change is one of timbre. 

This joint perception of a _number of neighboring higher harmonics 

of а periodic signal was called the r _esidue Ьу Schouten ( 1940) • 

This pitch phenomenon can Ье explained rather simpl_y both in the 

frequency domain and in the time domain. ProЫems crop up if the 

even numbered pulses are phase shifted over 180 degrees. In that 

case one obtains а periodic pulse train of alternating polarity. 

For repetition rates above 300 pps а pitch is heard corresponding 

to the fundamental, but for repeti.tion rates below 300 pps а low 

pitch is heard roughly corresponding to the number of pulses per 

second. As was reported Ьу De Boer (1956), Flanagan (1960), 

Guttman (1964), and Rosenberg (1966) who performed accurate 

listening experiments, two pitch values are found, which have а 

significant departure from the pulse rate. 0ne pitch value is 

somewhat higher, the otдer somewhat lower than the pulse rate. 

These pitch values cannot Ье explained i.n terms of either freq

uency analysis or of time analysis alone. 

А similar situation occurs when taking signa1 В: pu1se pairs 

with а constant time distance, presented periodically, or signa1 

С: pu1se pairs presented at random. The spectralenvelopes of both 

types of signa1s are i.dentical, but signal В has а discrete freq

uency spectrum whereas signa1 С has а continuous frequency spec

trum. If both pu1ses of а pu1se pair have the same po1arity, the 

pitch va1ue corresponds precisely to the reciprocal value of the 

delay,, as has been measured Ьу Sma11 and Мс C1ellan (1963-67). 

They used different ki.nd of signals: а periodic sequence of pulse 

pairs, а random sequence of pulse pairs, periodic sequences of 

pairs of different or identi.cal noise bursts, and sing1e pu1se 

pairs. Because they gave the origina1 sound and the repetition 

always the same po1arity, they could not decide whether spectral 

cues or timing cues are responsiЫe for the perception of the 

time separation pitch or time difference tone. 0ne thing, however, 

appeared to Ье evident, namely that time separation between 

successive sound events a1one is insufficient for the evocation 

of pitch. 0bviously successive sound events must Ье highly cor-
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related. Further Small and Мс Clellan concluded that for the test 

signals listed above the amount of information availaЫe per unit 

time is not particularly important, because the distribution of 

pitch matchings appeared to Ье about the same for the different 

test signals. Reversing the following pulse, that is, the follow

ing pulse is shifted 180 degrees in phase, а pitch jump upwards 

or downwards is perceived as was reported Ьу Thurlow (1958). As 

was measured Ьу Nordmark (1963) and Ьу Bilsen (1966) the anti

phasic condition has two pitches, one а little higher, the other 

а little lower than for the cophasic condition. For the anti

phasic condition no explanation can Ье given in terms of frequen

cy analysis exclusively nor of time analysis exclusively. 

Finally, а signal is given for which noise and its delayed 

repetition are added. The frequency spectrum of signal D is equal 

to that of signal с. The main difference between both types of 

signals is that for signal С the pulse pairs are given successive

ly whereas for signal D pulse pairs are intertwined. When listen

ing to this signal а subjective tone, repetition pitch or reflect

ion tone, is evoked with а pitch corresponding to the reciprocal 

value of the delay time ~. According to Fourcin (1965) and 

Wilson (1966), shifting the delayed repetition 180 degrees, the 

signal will evoke а pitch sensation corresponding to 7/(8~). As 

was measured Ьу Bilsen (1966) the antiphasic condition is ambig-

·,uous, one pitch is а little higher, the other а little lower than 
"\ ' 

for the cophasic condition. These pitch values can not Ье explain-

ed Ьу an auto-correlation function, nor Ьу the spacing of the 

spectral peaks, nor Ьу the position of the first of the series 

of spectral peaks. 

If we are to hypothesize the same pitch mechanism both in the 

case of equal polarity pulses and in the case of alternating 

polarity pulses, the explanations given in the literature for the 

case of equal polarity are not ассерtаЫе. So the proЫem is still 

open of formulating а pitch mechanism which is generally valid, 

no matter what the signal is to which it happens to Ье applied. 

C0MPLEX S0UNDS WITH NARR0W BANDWIDTH 

In tackling this proЫem we will рау attention to the pitch 

perception of complex sounds with narrow bandwidth. 
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Narrow-band signals are for example the signals А, В, С, and 

D to which а third octave bandpass filter is applied, and also 

an Amplitude Modulated sinusoid. Due to the analyzing faculty of 

the basilar membrane, it appeared from experiments with models 

that for wide-band signals at each place of the basilar membrane 

а waveform is present which may Ье considered as being the res

pons of а bandpass filter to the wide-band signal (Schouten 1940, 

Flanagan 1965). These membrane waveforms might differ remarkaЫy 

at different places along the membrane (figure 6). Narrow-band 

signals, however, produce а "ready made" envelope at the place 

on the basilar membrane corresponding to the frequency region of 

the signal, and so we can Ье sure that the displacement waveform 

at that place is about the same as the acoustical waveform. 

Many experiments with narrow-band signals are reported in the 

literature. It was found that stimulation of а particular area 

of the basilar membrane may give rise to widely different sens

ations of pitch ranging from the highest for stimulation with а 

pure tone down to about one-twentieth of that value (Ritsma 1962 , 

Walliser 1968). The explanation of residue pitch and of time 

separation pitch in terms of nonlinear behavior of the mechanical 

part of the ear has been disproved Ьу а number of arguments, viz., 

the occurrence of both pitches at moderate loudness and its be

havior in phenomena of beating and masking. (Schouten 1940, 

Licklider 1954, Thurlow and Small 1955). Hence, the pitch extract

or, operating upon the selected spectral region at this particul

ar area, must derive its notion of pitch from certain physical 

parameters of the spectral region involved. 

Licklider (1951) assumes the temporal envelope to Ье the most 

important pitch clue for residue pitch. This possibility has been 

disproved Ьу the following experiment. А simple signal yet ex

hibiting the residue effect is а sinusoid of center frequency 

f=2000 Hz, modulated in amplitude Ьу а sinusoid of frequency 

g=200 Hz. ~he spectral composition consists of three components 

with the frequencies: 1800, 2000,and 2200 Hz. The sound is heard 

to have а pitch Р of 200 Hz. Within certain limits the pitch does 

not vary when the center frequency f is а different multiple of 

200 Hz. The pitch of such а complex changes when the frequency 

of each of the components is increased Ьу the same amount e.g. 

50 Hz. It is observed to move upwards from 200 Hz up to roughly 
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205 Hz. This phenomenon isknownin the literature as the first 

effect of pitch shift (Schouten 1940). From this, it follows that 

the envelope of the time function cannot Ье а relevant parameter 

in determining pitch, since the frequency of the envelope remains 

200 Hz, irrespectively of the frequency shift. Moreover, the 

pi .tch cannot Ье determined on the basis of freguency differences 

as the spacing between the components remains the same. 

In the case of continuous noise with its repetition - signal 

D - pitch cannot possiЫy result from а process of detection of 

а temporal envelope. 

А second possibility has been given Ьу Schroeder (1966) and 

Ьу Walliser (1968): pitch is based on subharmonics of one dominant 

frequency component in the signal spectrum. As was pointed out 

Ьу Walliser the lowest frequency component of the frequency spec

trum will Ье the dominant frequency component, i.e. for an АМ-· 

signal with frequency components ( f-g), f,and (f+g) the pitch 

value Р is 

Р = (f-g)/(n-1) ( 1 ) 

with n = f
0

/ g if f
0 

is the nearest center frequency giving an 

harmonic complex. 

This possiЫlity has been disproved Ьу experiments on the 

pitch behavior of а quasi FM-signal, derived from an AМ-signal 

Ьу shifting the phase of the center frequency over 90 degrees. 

Figure 2 gives the totalized histogram of the distribution of 

200 judgments Ьу two subjects for а quasi FM-signal with а ratio 

n = f/g = 12, using а fixed modulation index m = 2.55 and а fixed 

center frequency f = 2000 Hz. The dash-dotted line represents the 

Gaussian distribution of the judgments. For the AМ-signal with 

the same parameters both subjects measured а pitch corresponding 

to the modulation frequency g. (Ritsma et al. 1964). From this 

experiment one must conclude that in themselves the frequency 

components constituing the complex, do not contribute to the 

resulting sensation of pitch. This conclusion fits in with the 

pitch behavior of the signals of type С and D which do not pos

sess а dominant frequency component the subharmonic of which can 

Ье determined. 

Due to dependence on phase one must conclude that it is the 

time function of the stimulation in а particular area on the 
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basilar membrane that is the decisive factor in bringing about 

the pitch perception. 

Fig. 2. 
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lrequency -
Totalized histogram of the distribution of 200 
judgments Ьу two subjects for а quasi FM-signal 
with а ratio n=f/g=12, using а fixed modulation 
index m=2.55 and а fixed center frequency f=2000 Hz . 
The dash-dotted line represents the Gaussian dis
tribution of the judgments, 

А remaining possibility is that the pitch in narrow-band sig

nals is determined Ьу the time interval between two positive 

peaks in the fine structure of the waveform in or near two suc

cessive 6rests of the envelope of this waveform. (De Боеr 1956, 

Schouten et al., 1962), This is indicated in figure J. The solid 

line represents the . waveform of а sinusoid of frequency f modulat

ed 100 per cent Ьу а sinusoid of the frequency g. Mathematically 

speaking, this signal has а period 1 / g if and only if g is con

tained an integral number of times in f. 

However, with regard to pitch, the time interval between two 

maxima that are closest to the crest of the dotted envelope, 

serves as "period". In figure J the distance 1/Р is an integral 

multiple of the distance 1 / f, 

The pitch values f'ound in the experiments with quasi FM-sig

nals have confirmed the concept of " f'ine structure" detection, 
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f=10zg 

Fig. 3. Displacement waveform of an 
amplitude modulated sinusoid. 

The pitch behavior of anharmonic complexes cannot Ье described 

precisely both Ьу this concept predicting the pitch value Р Ьу 

the equation 

Р = f / n ( 2) 

artd Ъу the concept of subharmonics of а dominant frequency com

ponent predicting а pitch value Р following equation (1). This 

is shown in figure 4 giving the residue pitch as а function of 

center frequency f for constant modulation frequency g. 

The residue pitch Р can Ье described Ьу the empirical formulae 

Р = (f-cg)/(n-c) (3) 

The empirical constant с as а function of the ratio n = f/g is 

given in figure 5. According to (З) the residue pitch of an AМ

signal with fixed center frequency decreases for small increases 

in modulation frequency g. The deviation of the real pitch value 

to the theoretical pitch value according to (2) is known as the 

second effect of pitch shift. 

From experiments it is known that the constant с increases for 

higher sensation levels. For а sensation level of about 15 dB the 

value of с equals zero, irrespectively the value of n. 

ТНЕ CONCEPT OF DOМINANCE 

We now return to the proЫem of pitch in broad-band signals. 

These signals give displacement waveforms shaped Ьу the specific 

properties of the membrane at different places along the membrane. 

Dependent on the signals used these membrane waveforms will differ 

strongly at different places. Figure 6 gives an outline of various 
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membrane responses to broad-band periodic pu1ses of a1ternating 

po1arity, (cf. F1anagan 1965). 

/2 

190f--f---t-+-t----++-+-----W---+----JG<.---- -J----IJ----l-----4 

// 

g=200 Hz 
o-subject' 
д• •· 

16Q-~~~-~~~-~~-~----L-_.. __ ,___,.__ _ __L_ _ _.L _ ___j_ _ __J 

1200 Щ)() 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 

CENTER FREQUENCY IN Hz 

Fig. 4. Pitch as а function of the center frequency f for а 
three component comp1ex. The modu1ation frequency 
g=200 Hz. The circ1es, triang1es, and dots represent 
the means of twe1ve matchings made Ьу three subjects, 
respective1y. The sensation 1eve1 is about 35 dБ. 
So1id 1ines are drawn according to best fit of the 
experimenta1 points. Dashed 1ines represent the first 
effect of pitch shift given Ьу (2). (after Schouten 
et а1., 1962). 

The disp1acement waveform of the basi1ar membrane at the р1асе 

which is maxima11y· sensi ti ve to the frequency f 
O 

is simi1ar to 

the waveform of the acoustica1 signa1 passing through an adequate 

bandpass fi1ter with centre frequency f
0 

and bandwidth Д f. 

The response of an idea1 bandpass fi1ter with centre frequency 

f
0 

and bandwidth А f to а Dirac pu1se can Ье shown to Ье equa1 to 

( 4) 
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In the same way we find fог the гesponse to а 90°-phase shifted 

Dirac pulse 

о 5 10 

f/g=n -

(5) 

Fig. 5 . The empiгical constant с of (J) as а function of 
n=f/g. The open ciгcles гepresent the гesults given 
in figure 4; the closed ciгcles have been measuгed 
sepaгately. Sensation level is 35 dB. 

Fог t = О the envelope ~~ sin~Дft is at maximum. Тhегеfоге, in 

this vicinity the fine stгuctuгe has its greatest peaks. In 

paгticulaг, &
0
(t) has its majoг positive peak for t = О; Б90 (t) 

fог t = -1Л4f!; r270( t) fог t = 1/l4fJ; and cf,30( t) has two majoг 
peaks, one for t = 1 /(2f 

0
1 and the о theг fог t = -1,(2f J• 

Now, if pitch (Рх) due to the inteгaction of а Dirac pulse and 

an х degree-phase-shifted Dirac pulse (pulse interval~), is in

deed correlated with the reciprocal value of the time distance 

between the major positive peaks of the fine structure, the pitch 

behaviour for that place on the basilar membrane which correspon:1s 

to f
0

, must satisfy the following relations: 

Р 
O 

1/i-; Р90 = 1/(r-1;t4fJ); Р 180 = 1/(T.:t.1A2fJ); 

( 6) 
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ТIМЕ I N MSEC 

0 
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Fig, 6 , Basilar membrane responses at various points to 
broad-Ъand periodic pulses of alternating polarity, 
(After Flanagan 1965), 

As а consequence of these relations, based on the hypothesis 

of fine structure detection, Ъroad-band periodic pulses of alter

nating polarity do not evoke а definite pitch perception (Р 180 ) 

as the displacement waveforms are different in fine structure 

over the frequency range (see figure 6). Still this signal evokes 

а definite pitch perception, 

Now we introduce the concept of dominance, That is: if pitch 

information is availaЪle along а large part of the basilar 

membrane the ear uses only the information from а narrow band, 

This Ъand is positioned at J-5 times the pitch value. 

Its precise position depends somewhat on the subject. 

Ву means of this concept of dominance the pitch value can Ъе 

calculated if we replace f
0 
Ъу J-5 times the pitch value. The 

pitches evoked Ъу the signals А, В, c,and D for the antiphasic 

condition should possess values corresponding to 
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2х- 1 and ~ ( eq (6) with f 
2хт 2x't' о 

In taking х 4, Р 1 80 = 7/(8~) and 9/(8~). 

These ca1cu1ated pitch va1ues are in accordance with the ex

perimenta1 resu1ts (Ritsma 1967, Bi1sen et а1., 1967) . 
То check that the concept of dominance is not mere1y а "ru1e" 

of thumb for ca1cu1ating the pitch va1ues, two types of experim

ents have been carried out. In а first type of experiments the 

broad-band signa1 was mixed with either high-pass or 1ow-pass 

ma-sking noise. The cutoff-frequency of the masking noise cou1d 

Ъе varied Ьу the experimentor, Subjects made pitch matchings for 

various va1ues of the cutoff-frequency of the masking noise. The 

resu1ts for one subject in the case of а broad-band periodic 

a1ternating-po1arity pu1se train (100 pps) mixed with high-pass 

masking noise are represented in figure 7 

PLL5J; НАТJ; ' 1 
1 1 

100 PPS 1 1 
L = 'JU d!J SL 1 

1 1 
St:BJ. J .N • 1 1 

950 1 1 

1 & 
1 1 
1 1 

750 J 

~ 1 

' , 
550 

' ' 
J50 

1' J., , ' ., 
ъ.,-1---

! ' • t ., 
5 150 

во 90 100 11 0 120 

PULSE RАГЕ МATCHING SIGNAL IN Hz 

Fig. 7 . Pitch of broad-band periodic a1ternating-po1arity 
pu1ses inf1uenced Ьу high-pass masking noise with 
various cutoff-frequencies. 
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The low and the high pitches did not change in their values if 

the frequency range above 600 Hz was completely masked Ьу the 

noise. But for masker cutoff-frequencies below 600 Hz, both pitch

es changed; the low pitch tended to Ье lower, the high pitch to 

Ье higher. Thus, the temporal behavior of the basilar membrane at 

places tuned to characteristic frequencies greater than 600 Hz 

does not influence the overall pitch perception. Similar results 

were found in the case of low-pass masking noise. The low and the 

high pitches did not change in their values if the frequency reg

ion below 400 Hz was masked Ьу the noise. For cutoff-frequencies 

of the low-pass masking noise above 400 Hz, the low pitch tended 

to Ье higher, the high pitch to Ье lower. From this result it can 

Ье concluded that the frequency region below 400 Hz does not in

fluence the overall pitch perception. From the results of both 

experiments it can Ье concluded that for а pulse rate of 100 pps 

only the frequency region between 400 and боа Hz is important 

with respect to pitch. 

In а second type of experiment the concept of dominance was 

checked in the following way. Subjects listened to а pair of 

stimuli which are presented schematically in figure 8 . 

1 
PRESENTATION 
TIME 

;,_:'-..__, r \ ,--., / 
. \flм V 

:/ · t 
DOMINANT 

SPECTRAL REGION 

r \ 
FREQUENCY 

-FREQllENCY 

Fig. 8. Schematic frequency presentation of the test signal. 
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The first stimulus consists of the eum of а low-frequency band 

and а high-frequency band of а signal with pitch corresponding to 

1/тand а center frequency band of the same kind of signal with 

pitch corresponding to 1/(~+Л~). In the second stimulus the pitch 

values were interchanged. Listening to both stimuli in succession 

one heard either а pitch rise or а pitch fall. In the case of а 

pitch fall the low and {or) the high frequency band would Ье 

dominant; in the case of а pitch rise the center frequency band 

must Ье dominant. It was found that when the center band corres

ponded to 4 times the pitch value, this band tends to dominate 

the pitch sensation as long as its amplitude exceeds an absolute 

level of about 10 dБ above threshold irrespective of the level of 

the other frequency bands in ~he signal, 

This experiment has been done both in using а periodic unipolar 

pulse train (Ritsma, 1967) and in using а signal built up Ьу noise 

added to its repetition after а delay ?. (Ritsma et al., 1967), 

From these experiments we concluded that the concept of domin

ance is generally valid for all types of eignals as shown in 

figure 1. 

DISCUSSION 

It is concluded that there is no difference in pitch perception 

of all types of sounds mentioned before. For all these signals 

the pitch mechanism is working on the same principles:-The sound 

is subjected to а spectral analysis on the basilar membrane, Due 

to the limited resolving power of the membrane on each place of 

the membrane а waveform is generated. According to the concept of 

dominance only one region on the basilar membrane is dominant with 

respect to the perception of pitch. This region is roughly 4t:imes 

the pitch value, On the waveform generated in this dominant reg

ion the ear pertorms an auto-correlation process determining the 

time interval between two pronounced positive peaks in the fine 

structure.-

Within this framework the second effect of pitch shift remains 

as an artefact. As has been stressed Ьу Schroeder (1966) and 

Fischler (1967) this second effect of pitch shift may Ье account

ed for Ьу deviations of the displacement waveform on the basilar 

membrane from the original acoustical waveform. Both authors 
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assume that AМ-signals presented to the ear undergo а certain 

amount of phase modulation, synchronous with their amplitude 

modulation, in the mechanical and neural processing, Fischler 

states this phase modulation is due to asymmetry introduced in 

the sideband energy of the acoustical signal as а result of the 

mechanical filtering Ьу the inner ear, 

А second possibility arises from the experiments on combinat

ion tones as done Ьу Goldstein (1967): for an AМ-signal one must 

expect activities on the basilar membrane for а number of dis

crete frequency values (f-kg) below the physical one (figure 9) . 

Fig, 9 , 

f-4g f-Зg f-2g f-g f f+g frequency 

Frequency spectrum of the displacement waveform on 
the basilar membrane for an AМ-signal, Solid lines 
represent the physical components; dashed lines 
represent the combination tones (f-kg), 

These activities increase alinearly with decreasing modulation 

frequency g and with increasing sensation level. From the experim

ents on the concept of dominance it is known that for а complex 

sound with certain bandwidth the frequency region nearest the 

dominant frequency region will Ье dominant if the activity in 

that region exceeds а certain threshold. This means that for 

higher sensation levels the frequency region the pitch information 

~s taken from, will shift to lower frequency values, This trend 

agrees with the experimental fact that the constant с of (З) , 

which is а measure for the second effect of pitch shift, in

creases with increasing sensation levels, Due to the concept of 

dominance this second effect of pitch shift must Ье zero for n-4, 

irrespectively the sensation level. Experimental results as given 
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in figure 5 confirm this statement . 

In taking this pitch mechanism for granted, the types of pitch 

perception mentioned in the introduction, are based on the same 

princip1e. Accepting on1y one name .is, therefore, Justified. Some 

шiification of nomenc1ature is desirab1e in this fie1d , 
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